[Clinical study on treatment of gastric ulcer with qingwei zhitong pill].
To observe the therapeutical effect of Qingwei Zhitong pill (QWZTP) in treating gastric ulcer and clearance of the Helicobacter Pylori (HP). Patients in the treated group (n = 60) and the control group (n = 60) were treated with QWZTP and Sifangwei tablet separately to observe the therapeutic effect of treatment on ulcer niche, TCM Syndromes and HP. The effective rate on ulcer niche evaluated by gastroscope was 86.67% in the treated group and 71.67% in the control group, the comparison between the two groups showed a significant difference, P < 0.05. The effective rate on improving TCM Syndrome in the two groups was 91.67% and 88.33% respectively, the difference between two groups was insignificant (P > 0.05). The HP clearance rate in the treated group was 47%. QWZTP has good effect in treating gastric ulcer and clearance of HP.